
With portability and durability built 
into every GCI Outdoor™ product, 
you can spend less time packing, 
lugging, setting up, and fixing your 
gear – and that’s time you can spend 
on what truly matters. Whether you’re 
watching your child’s soccer match, 
sitting around the campfire, relaxing 
at the beach, or tailgating before the 
big game, GCI Outdoor is proud 
to be part of that experience.

discover
26278
GCI Outdoor™ Kickback Rocker™
as low as $109.99(E) | min. 12
Available in Heathered Pewter, 
Heathered Red or Heathered Navy

Whether you’re getting the most out of life in the great 
outdoors or on the sidelines cheering on your favorite 
athlete, the GCI Outdoor™ Kickback Rocker™ is built for 
comfort. This compact outdoor chair features a patented 
technology that delivers a smooth rocking action on 
flat, hard, or soft terrain. It’s built slightly lower to the 
ground than standard camp chairs, providing a relaxed 
feeling the moment you sit down. The bagless design 
makes it easy to pack up and go – just use the built-in 
carry strap to easily tote it. 
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26277
GCI Outdoor™ BleacherBack™ Stadium Seat
as low as $54.99(E) | min. 24
Available in Black, Red or Royal

Finally, a stadium seat you can get comfortable in! 
The lightweight BleacherBack™ easily attaches to 
bleachers in a quick click with a single buckle 
attachment. And when the event is over, the seat 
easily folds up and can be transported using the 
integrated carry strap. 

26280
GCI Outdoor™ Quik-E-Seat®
as low as $69.99(E) | min. 24
Available in Black

Take a load off and enjoy some chill time on this 
portable folding stool that features a comfortable 
back rest. Compact, sturdy, and supportive, it can 
take you from fishing and camping to tailgating 
and festivals to spectator sports with ease. 
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26279
GCI Outdoor™ Freestyle Rocker™  
as low as $139.99(E) | min. 6
Available in Cinnamon Red, Pewter Gray or Navy

Great for camping, tailgates, backyard gatherings, 
and much more, this travel-friendly seat delivers a 
smooth rocking motion on any surface, anywhere. 
Supported by a sturdy, powder-coated steel tubing 
frame, the padded armrests and mesh backrest 
provide additional comfort. Its Eazy-Fold Technology 
makes opening and closing the chair a breeze and 
protects your fingers from getting pinched. And 
when it’s time to pack up, its integrated carry 
handle means no wrestling to fit it in a bag.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/gci-outdoor-bleacherback-stadium-seat-26277
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/gci-outdoor-quik-e-seat-26280
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/gci-outdoor-freestyle-rocker-26279

